Discovering the Community’s Vision
Community-driven vision process summarized in the Community Vision Report.
$50 million gift announced for redesign of LaSalle Park!

Exploring Design Concepts Together
Community workshops build off the vision by exploring conceptual designs together.

Designing the Details
Conceptual designs are refined in detail and design materials are prepared for construction with ongoing input from the community.

Transforming LaSalle Park into Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Centennial Park
Through continued public collaboration, park construction will strategically minimize disruptions to existing park uses.
What’s happened so far

Discovering the Community’s Vision

1,164 survey responses

332 photos taken by kids from the Belle Center!

Focus group visited

3 cities, 21 parks

And took 800+ photos!
Big Ideas for LaSalle Park

Discovering the Community’s Vision
Celebrate the park’s culture of inclusivity and diversity.
Embrace nature with inspiring landscaping.
Support exciting and diverse active recreation opportunities.
Design creative play areas for all ages.
Strengthen neighborhood connections.
Sustain the park with creative financing.
Enrich the park’s event space.
Provide a space for concessions.
Enhance the park’s unique identity with public art.
Enable movement throughout the park.
Create quiet and peaceful places by separating disparate uses.
Get smart about parking.
Big Ideas

Fix the basics.
How the Community Workshops work and how you can be part of the process

WINTER & SPRING 2019

Exploring Design Concepts Together
A community-driven process that builds off community feedback every step of the way.
Community Workshops to transform LaSalle Park into Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Centennial Park

Exploring Design Concepts Together

TODAY’S WORKSHOP

- Learn about the concept development phase and schedule
- Hear about landscape design principles from the designers
- Begin giving feedback through a design workshop based on major themes